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Abstract - Recently, tremendous growth and interest in the deployment of tiny sensors in the Internet of
Things (IoT) for smart applications improves human lives. With the increasing need for energy-efficient
mechanisms in IoT communication, the data aggregation technique for reducing data transmissions is
considered a significant research problem. The basic idea in most of the aggregation mechanisms is to
build the clustering or aggregation tree in an application layer over IoT, resulting in high complexity. To
solve such a problem, the proposed MLDA designs an energy-aware aggregation layer that focuses on
utilizing the network layer factors in data aggregation by providing transparency of accessing the
topology structure from the network layer. Moreover, the proposed work also focuses on the design of the
load-balanced topology structure in the network layer for efficient routing and also takes support from
such network structure for energy-efficient data aggregation. The proposed Multi-Layer based Data
Aggregation approach (MLDA) avoids the hotspot problem and inefficient data aggregation. The MLDA
achieves such goals by improving the network layer protocol, RPL activities and designing the
aggregation layer to eliminate redundant transmissions. By using an energy-efficient network structure,
the impact of redundant data transmissions on network resources and data aggregation efficiency are
eliminated. To support SUM, AVG, MAX, and MIN aggregation functions without redundant data
transmissions, the Double Hash Bloom Filter (DHBF), observation scheme, and merge sort are used in the
developed aggregation layer. Thus, the proposed MLDA improves the data aggregation efficiency in
terms of both energy and accuracy.
Keywords: IoT; data Aggregation; RPL; redundant Data Transmission; Multi-layer approach
1. Introduction
There is a growing interest in deploying the Internet of Things (IoT) in various smart applications. With the
deployment of a huge number of smart devices and their applications, gathering and analyzing the data is
becoming one of the main challenges [Dehkordi, et al(2020)]. As the tiny sensor devices are powered by
batteries, energy-efficient operations are critical in IoT applications [Karamitsios, and Orphanoudakis, (2017)].
Large scale and dense IoT network creates a tradeoff between the waste of energy due to data redundancy and
maintaining the data aggregation efficiency. The data aggregation scheme has to lessen the redundant readings
of sensors in the surrounding area [Chandnani, and Khairnar, (2020)][Wala, et al (2020)].
The data aggregation efficiency is largely dependent on the network topology. Thus, the support from
lower layers, especially from the network layer is essential to improve the data aggregation efficiency without
wasting the energy of sensor devices. It necessitates the importance of a multi-layer data aggregation approach
[Guimaraes, et.al (2019)]. However, there is a lack of providing load balanced and an energy-efficient topology
structure in the network layer, thereby improving the data aggregation efficiency. Mapping the network topology
structure to the aggregation activities is crucial. However, it increases the network cost when connecting the
non-adjacent layers, such as the network and application layer via messages. Thus, the proposed work plans to
integrate the aggregation layer upper to the network layer. Before transferring the received data to the gateway,
It is desirable for a parent node in the aggregation layer to eliminate redundancies in the received data from the
neighboring nodes and to aggregate the data effectively. Thus, the proposed MLDA plans to take a network layer
support in creating the load-balanced DODAG structure in RPL and eliminates the redundant transmissions
significantly to improve the data aggregation efficiency without wasting the network resources.
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The contributions of the proposed MLDA are as follows.


To design a data aggregation layer upper to the network layer for avoiding the hotspot problem and data
aggregation inefficiency due to data redundancy.



Design a multi-layer approach that supports the load-balanced topology structure in the network layer for
efficient data aggregation in a new layer.



To mitigate the impact of data redundancy on data aggregation efficiency using the Double Hash Bloom
Filtering scheme.



To support various aggregation functions, such as SUM, AVG, MAX, and MIN in a data aggregation layer
using observation scheme and Merge Sort.
1.1 Paper organization: Section 2 surveys the existing data aggregation schemes. Section 3 presents the
proposed multilayer methodology. The performance of the proposed methodology using simulation model is
presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the multilayer data aggregation paper.
2. Related Works
The conventional data aggregation techniques have been divided into three types, cluster head-based data
aggregation, tree-based data aggregation, and centralized data aggregation [Pourghebleh, and Navimipour,
(2017)][Guidi, and Ricci,( 2019)]. Energy efficiency should be the main consideration for providing a suitable
data aggregation technique to resource-constrained IoT networks [Fitzgerald, et al.(2018)]. The conventional
data aggregation works based on the three techniques above are described as follows.
2.1 Cluster Head-Based Data Aggregation Schemes
The IoT sensor devices build clusters and a cluster head selected by single or multiple factors, and the
cluster head is responsible for aggregating the data from the cluster members and forwards the aggregated data
to the gateway in the IoT network. However, there is no direct communication in-between the IoT devices and
gateway. They make communication via the cluster head. The priority-based channel access and aggregation of
the data scheme in [Bhandari, et al.( 2017)] facilitate the cluster head to reduce the channel access latency. The
preemptive queuing model in [Bhandari, et al.( 2017)] supports an efficient data aggregation by separating the
high and low priority queue before forwarding the aggregated data packets to the gateway. The priority-based
two aggregation schemes are suggested in [Ghate, and Vijayakumar, ( 2018)]. In the first scheme, the machine
learning techniques or filtering techniques are used to extract the values when the class label for input data is
already known. It assists in monitoring the threshold values and decides the priority levels based on ranking and
weights. The cluster head forwards the data, which depends on the priority. The second scheme handles a case of
output class labels not known.
A Lightweight Privacy-Preserving Data Aggregation (LPDA) scheme is suggested [Lu, et al.( 2017)]. The
proposed algorithm consists of four parts. They are network initialization, report generation, data aggregation,
and report reading and analytics. The Cross-Layer Commit Protocol (CLCP) in [Alkhamisi, et al.(2016)]
creates a separate cluster topology for performing data aggregation in the IoT application layer. Moreover, the
cluster topology creation is depending on the factors of energy and distance. It fails to consider the load-related
metrics in network structure creation, resulting in poor data aggregation efficiency. The data packet loss due to
network load creates a negative impact on data aggregation. A Recursive Principal Component Analysis (RPCA)-based data aggregation algorithm is suggested [Amarlingam, et al.( 2018)]. The R-PCA configuration is
depending on cluster-based data aggregation. The data collected from the spatially correlated IoT device data are
aggregated by considering the key components. A novel Lightweight Compressed Data Aggregation (LWCDA)
algorithm is suggested in [Yu, et al.(2017)] for improving the network lifetime. The LWCDA algorithm divides
the entire network into the non-overlapping groups for data aggregation. The non-overlapping cluster provides
energy efficiency and low complexity to resource-constrained sensor devices. The LWCDA exploits the highly
sparse matrix for mitigating the complexity in the network. In a cluster head-based data aggregation scheme,
each cluster head is responsible for sending the aggregated data to the gateway. Thus, the probability of packet
loss is minimized. However, the selection process for cluster head and lightweight scheme for data redundancy
elimination are important for cluster-based data aggregation schemes.
2.2 Tree and Centralized Data Aggregation
Tree-based data aggregation scheme for in IoT network is described in [Preetha, et al.(2018)] exploits a
reinforcement learning-based fuzzy interference system. Based on the node density in the network, it builds the
tree-based cluster. It exploits the neighborhood overlap as the main metric to build the tree structure for data
aggregation. The centralized data aggregation schemes send the required information to intermediate nodes and
then to the header node. All the intermediate nodes transmit the data packets to the gateway through a single
header node. In [Ko, et al.(2019)], an energy-efficient sleep scheduling method is proposed along with the data
aggregation. It exploits the Markov decision process (MDP) for identifying the best sleep duration of IoT
devices as well as data aggregation duration in the IoT gateway device. Some of the works provide privacy to
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the aggregated data in IoT [Li, et al( 2018)]. The Scalable Energy Efficient Scheme (SEES) in [Abdul-Qawy,
and Srinivasulu,(2019)] attempts to provide efficient data aggregation in the IoT network. A multi-stage
weighted linear combination method is executed based on the election heuristic (MSWE). A Minimum Cost
Cross-layer Transmission (MCCT) method is used for data distribution in the whole network. However, a main
drawback of the system is the low accessibility of the central node in the network, and the data may be lost if a
central node is disconnected.
3. Overview of the Proposed methodology
Data aggregation in IoT looks at multiple data packets and their contents and combines them into one. The
main motivation behind data aggregation is to reduce the number of transmissions by exploiting the redundancy
in the sensor readings and providing energy-efficient communication. It necessitates the construction and
utilization of efficient data structures to promote in-network data aggregation in IoT. Specifically, creating an
energy-efficient data gathering tree, where and how to do the aggregation in this tree are the important questions
to be answered. The proposed MLDA solves such problems by proposing the aggregation layer and taking
support from the network layer.
Load balanced DODAG Construction at Network Layer: The complexity of connecting the non-adjacent
layers for performing multi-layer data aggregation necessitates the development of an aggregation layer adjacent
to the network layer. The functionalities of the network layer have an impact on the data aggregation efficiency
in the aggregation layer. Thus, the proposed MLDA plans to improve the network layer protocol also. To avoid
the hot spot problem and inefficient data aggregation, the network layer protocol, RPL activities are improved.
Selecting and applying proper values to the trickle algorithm and multiple parameter based objective function
improves the routing and aggregation efficiency. The necessary factors for data aggregation from the network
layer are accessed in the adjacent layer of aggregation.
Aggregation Layer: The aggregation layer is built for performing the data aggregation in an energy-efficient
manner. For data aggregation, the selected nodes are identified from the adjacent layers from the network layer.
The redundant readings among spatially correlated sensors waste communication and storage resources as well
as delaying aggregation decision-making. Thus, filtering duplicate data from IoT sensor readings is an important
and challenging problem in the aggregation layer. Moreover, the proposed aggregation layer can accommodate
different aggregation functions such as SUM, AVG, MAX, and MIN based on the IoT application requirements.
Reading Redundancy Removal using Double Hash Bloom Filter: To solve such an issue, the selected nodes
in the aggregation layer executes the filtering approach. The hash-based filtering approach avoids redundancy as
well as delayed decision making. Existing Bloom Filter-based approaches for removing redundant readings are
complex since they apply multiple hash functions. To avoid such issues, a double hash-based bloom filter is
used. For each unique reading, the bloom filter creates a new location, and for the same reading, it maps to the
same location. It reduces the redundant readings received from the IoT sensors.
Observe Scheme for SUM and AVG Functions: The child nodes initiate the observe scheme by appending the
count of redundant readings in the packet header. The packets are forwarded to the aggregator or parent node.
Thus, it supports the SUM and AVG aggregation functions at parent nodes without sending the redundant
readings.
MAX-MIN Functions using Merge Sorting: Sorting algorithm is essential for performing both MAX and
MIN aggregation functions at parent nodes in the aggregation layer. The double hash-based redundant reading
removal reduces the execution delay of MAX-MIN Functions. Indeed, the merge sorting divides the readings
into multiple lists to perform sorting and to improve the aggregation efficiency in both time and accuracy.
Finally, the aggregated values are accessed in the application layer.
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IoT Devices for Monitoring Temperature over Network
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Fig 1: Block Diagram of the Proposed Methodology

3.1 System Model
The IoT network G consists of N sensor nodes (sn1; sn2; . . ., snN). Such a network measures temperature
values (Tsni) of the particular surrounding area. Every sensor node sni is responsible for sensing the temperature
at a fixed period. These readings are temperature readings, T. There is a possibility for measuring similar T
values among the sensors in the particular surrounding area. To reduce the redundant Tsni transmissions, the
proposed MLDA designs a multi-layer approach with the existing network and new aggregation layer.
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Network Layer: As per the network layer protocol, the nodes ∈ N select a node with minimum cost value as a
parent, whereas cost value measurement depends on multiple routing factors. In the network layer, a full
topology constructed as per RPL from each sensor to the root node is called DODAG.
Aggregation Layer: The parent nodes Np in the DODAG structure are informed to the aggregation layer
through packet header. The parent nodes execute the SUM, AVG, MAX, and MIN aggregation functions with
network-layer support. Finally, the aggregation layer passes the aggregated readings to the application layer via
the transport layer.
3.2 Load balanced DODAG Construction at Network Layer
The protocol functionalities of the lower layer, specially RPL in the network layer, have an impact on the
aggregation efficiency and data communication. A high scale and dense IoT environment induce a heavy load on
the sensor nodes nearer to the root node than others, as per RPL functionalities. It induces the hot spot problem
and worsens the upper layer performance, especially data aggregation in the application layer. Thus, improving
the efficiency of RPL in the network layer assists the IoT network to utilize the advantages of data aggregation
technique entirely. Some of the ideas associated with hotspot elimination are as follows.
1. Controlling the size of the DODAG structure with the number of candidate parents and without losing
an energy-efficient DODAG structure.
2. Trickle algorithm has to avoid an unnecessary DIO message traffic by avoiding unnecessary
comparisons between the count of consistent message transmission t and redundancy counter c.
3. Frequent parent switching in the network affects the DODAG structure, so considering the network
stability is important.
Using the above factors, the Basic RPL is modified to avoid the hotspot issue around the root node and
supporting an efficient data aggregation at the aggregation layer in the IoT environment. The selected parent
nodes in the network layer act as aggregators in the aggregation layer for the readings collected from children's
sensors. The nodes' status, either parent or child, is shared from network to aggregation layer to application layer
through packet header.
3.2.1 Attaining benefits of Redundant Data without Redundant Transmission
Data redundancy ensures high reliability in data aggregation since bad quality data transmission tends to
erroneous decision-making results. In IoT, the sensor nodes are deployed in a region to measure environmental
factors. The sensor nodes sense the temperature in the surrounding area and forward it to the gateway. However,
temperature sensors sometimes lead to data redundancy at the gateway. The redundant data improves data
accuracy, whereas redundant data filtering helps in energy saving since most of the gateway resources get
wasted in dealing with the redundant data during data aggregation. Based upon their outcome, it has been
concluded that there is a tradeoff towards the use of redundancy to achieve reliable data while minimizing
energy consumption. Thus, it is essential to build a data aggregation mechanism that achieves both data
reliability and energy savings by utilizing redundancy in IoT. The proposed scheme introduces the double hash
bloom filter for partial redundancy removal and observe scheme for attaining the benefits of redundant data
without redundant transmission.
3.3 SUM and AVG Aggregation Functions
The aggregation measures such as AVG and SUM are basic in temperature measurement in an IoT
environment. The transmission of redundant temperature reading for those basic measures is important.
However, the redundant transmissions waste the network resources and delay the data aggregation process.
Thus, it is important to eliminate redundant transmissions without affecting the AVG and SUM aggregation
measures.
3.3.1 Aggregation Layer Observe Scheme
For reducing the redundant reading transmissions over time, the proposed MLDA work introduces the
aggregation layer and its communication messages without increasing the complexity. The proposed scheme
exploits the aggregation observe scheme for performing the data aggregation functions using the count of
redundant readings but without redundant data transmissions. In aggregation GET message, GET/Agg, a count
of generated particular readings over a time by a child node are attached in a single observation field, instead of
transmitting the packets sequentially in response. In the network layer, a temperature sensor and its children may
incur multiple packet transmissions for the same reading over a particular time. It is named redundant
transmissions. The redundant transmissions are continued in the aggregation layer also.
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The aggregation layer exploits GET request and response messages for getting values from the network
layer. If the aggregation layer GET message includes a count for measuring the same temperature reading by the
neighboring nodes over time, efficient data aggregation is achieved by limiting the number of redundant
transmissions. In the proposed work, a single packet field attached in the GET request and response messages
avoids multiple packet transmissions with the same reading for a particular time. The aggregation layer GET
message is attached with a count for a temperature reading, which is not modified over time. The steps involved
in the observation scheme are explained as follows.
Step 1: If a sender node measures the same temperature reading continuously for more than two times, it stores
such temperature reading as a reference reading. Notably, for the first two temperature readings, the data packets
are transmitted to the parent node from the child separately.
Step 2: After that, a child node observes the temperature for a particular time T. If it is the same as the reference
temperature, the observation field is used to intimate the count of reference temperature measured at a particular
child node.
Step 3: After the T period, a child node attaches a count for a particular temperature reading to respond to the
GET message instead of sending more packets with the same temperature reading. If the count is too large, too
many redundant packets are avoided over time, and it avoids wastage of resources.
Step 4: Moreover, it attaches the currently generated new temperature reading if it is varied from the reference
temperature before or after the T period.
Step 5: In contrast, if the count is one, it sends the packet with the actual temperature reading to the receiver.
However, there is a possibility to delay or lose the GET message and to generate the same temperature
reading at different child nodes, resulting in an inefficient data aggregation at the aggregation layer. Thus, the
proposed MLDA executes the DHBF for removing redundancy at the parent or aggregator node after receiving
the redundant transmissions.
3.4 Reading Redundancy Removal using Double Hash Bloom Filter
Every sensor in the network is installed with the Double Hash Bloom Filter (DHBF) for storing the unique
sensor readings and for reducing the redundant sensor readings significantly. A DHBF does not store the
readings themselves, and the main use of a DHBF is to test if reading is present. Thus, the DHBF based
approach filter out the duplicate sensor readings and performs aggregation efficiently at parent nodes in the IoT
environment. Most of the existing approaches decide an optimal number of hash functions with a single array
for removing duplication. However, the number of hash functions improves the accuracy of the filter but
increases the time and space complexity.
When the number of hash functions k increases, there is more possibility to determine a zero when
examining the Bloom filter, and it reduces a false positive significantly. However, it slows down the IoT
performance. In contrast, a small value of k also produces more ones in the Bloom filter, but it increases the
chance of a false positive. The tradeoff between the number of hash functions and false-positive needs to yield.
It is possible to minimize the number of hash functions less than optimal, increasing the number of arrays. Thus,
the proposed approach uses double hash functions with two arrays.
3.4.1 Double Hash Bloom Filter and Redundant Data Removal
A DHBF data structure contains a bit array of size m with double hash functions (k=2). To add a sensor
reading, the parent or the aggregator node in the aggregation layer fed it to each of the k hash functions to
get k array positions. The proposed MLDA exploits the non-cryptographic hash functions, such as Murmur and
FNV [Appleby, (2013)][ Fowler, et al.(2011)]. Regardless of the type of data, the hash functions treat each
sensor reading of a set as a string, and thus they are suitable for the temperature readings. Initially, the DHBF
sets all bits in both the arrays to 0 and replaces zero with 1 when the k hash functions have a sensor reading. A
sensor reading is verified, whether it is already hashed using the same set of hash functions and a bit of the
corresponding index in either array1 or array2 are set to one. An element is considered a member of the
particular array if all k indexes corresponding to the element are set to 1. The process of DHBF is given in the
following algorithm and also depicted in figure 2.
To query for a sensor reading at parent nodes or test whether it is in the set, the DHBF feeds it to each of
the k hash functions and obtain k array positions. If any of the bits at these indexes in both the arrays is 0, the
sensor reading is not in the set (Step5). If those bits at the corresponding index are one in any one of the array,
then all the bits in another array are set to 1, it is inserted in an array (Step 6 and 7). If all are 1 in both the
arrays, then either the sensor reading is already in the set (Step 4). It is considered as duplicate, and for instance,
the readings W is considered as duplicate since the bits of its corresponding position 1 and 5 in both the arrays
are set as one, and such duplicate reading is represented in dotted lines in figure 2.
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Fig 2: DHBF Process

INPUT: RID
BEGIN
IF (Time == True) then
array1 = array2 = {0}
ENDIF
FOReach RID do
Pos 1 ← Hash1(RID)
Pos 2 ← Hash2(RID) //get two hash values for RID
IF ((array1[pos1 & pos 2] == 1) && (array2[pos1& pos 2] == 1)) then
Remove Duplicate reading
ELSEIF ((array1[pos1 & pos 2] == 0) || (array2[pos1& pos 2] == 0)) then
Array1[Pos1 & Pos2] ← 1 //store in array1
ELSEIF ((array1[pos1 & pos 2] == 0) || (array2[pos1& pos 2] == 1)) then
Array1[Pos1 & Pos2] ← 1 //store in array1
ELSE ((array1[pos1 & pos 2] == 1) && (array2[pos1& pos 2] == 0)) then
Array2[Pos1 & Pos2] ← 1 //store in array2
ENDIF
ENDFOR
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Double Hash Bloom Filter
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Instead of using a single array, the proposed MLDA exploits two arrays and minimizes the false positive,
but it is not eliminated. There is less possibility for the corresponding bits of one reading to set as 1 when
inserting other readings, resulting in a false positive. It is demonstrated in figure 2, and it explains two different
cases in the DHBF algorithm.
Case 1: In figure 2, a sensor reading W returns the same positions (1 and 5) of reading B in array 1, and so
it is stored in array 2.
Case 2: A sensor reading V also returns the same positions (2 and 8) of reading B in array 1 and reading Z
in array 2 using the same set of k hash functions. Thus, the DHBF returns that it is a duplicate reading, but it is a
false positive since the reading V is not stored in the parent node already.
If a sensor reading returns the new positions, not stored in both the arrays, it means that the reading is not
defined in the array. After that, it is appended in the array. The readings in the arrays are cleared after
performing the data aggregation. Using a Bloom filter, there is no way to eliminate the false positive completely,
and thus a special technique, such as the Observe scheme assists in addressing and solving this problem
effectively.
3.5 MAX-MIN functions using Merge Sort
Like the AVG and SUM aggregation measures, the MAX and MIN are also the basic measures for the
observed temperature in an IoT environment. Sorting temperature readings in an area at the parent node during
MAX and MIN aggregation measures in an energy-efficient way is a challenging task to perform. There are
several sorting algorithms developed, but their execution time is still to be optimized. The merge sorting is an
efficient technique since it exploits a comparison-based sorting algorithm [Auger, et al.(2015)].
For instance, to sort n temperature readings in the array, A[1,....n], the following steps are executed.
Divide: It divides the temperature readings into two lists of n/2 readings. It continues the process until
reaching the smallest unit, one reading.
Conquer: It sorts the readings using merge sorting compares each reading with the adjacent list to sort.
Merge: It merges those sublists to generate a sorted list.
Thus, the proposed scheme efficiently supports SUM, AVG, MAX, and MIN aggregation functions in an
aggregation layer by reducing the amount of redundant temperature readings transmission and energy
consumption of sensor devices. The final readings are accessed in the application layer via the transport layer
from the aggregation layer.
4. Performance Evaluation
The proposed protocol is assessed using the Cooja simulator. The simulation settings are utilized to
complete an execution investigation of the proposed MLDA to contrast with CLCP [Alkhamisi, et al(2016)]. In
these simulations, 15, 30, 45, and 60 homogeneous sensor nodes are deployed with equal battery energy, and
they are placed in an area of 500 × 500 m2. Based on the proposed data aggregation approach, the network
performance is simulated in terms of the Aggregation Ratio, Transmission count coefficient, and Energy cost by
varying the number of sensors.
1. Aggregation Ratio: The ratio of the number of aggregated packets to the number of generated packets.
2. Transmission Count: The ratio of the number of aggregated packets compared to the total packets that
have been aggregated.
3. Energy Cost: The ratio of consumed energy per parent node during data aggregation to the energy of a
parent node.
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4.1 Simulation Results

Fig 3: Number of Sensors vs. Aggregation Ratio

From figure 3, it is observed that the aggregation ratio of MLDA gets incremented when the number of
sensors or the node density per particular area increases. Compared to MLDA, the CLCP also increases the
aggregation ratio with the number of sensors, but it achieves a poor aggregation ratio than MLDA. In the case of
high node density, the CLCP experiences a sudden decrease in aggregation ratio. High network traffic incurs
packet loss in CLCP since it builds cluster structure using energy and distance factor only. The MLDA
experiences up to 0.325 of aggregation ratio, while that of CLCP is above 0.15. In Figure. 3, the aggregation
ratio in the proposed work is higher than 0.1 in all four network traffic scenarios. Because the redundant
transmission removal using DHBF and observation scheme in the proposed work avoids unnecessary packet
loss and ensures a better aggregation ratio.
Figure 4 demonstrates the result of transmission count for both the proposed MLDA and CLCP. When the
network has high traffic, the MLDA attains less transmission count than other scenarios. As the spatially related
sensors generate similar temperature readings, MLDA can find redundant readings and remove them during data
aggregation.

Fig 4: Number of Sensors vs. Transmission Count
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However, CLCP work does not handle the data redundancy problem. The CLCP attains poor transmission
count since it experiences more packet loss due to the lack of considering expected transmission count and
traffic impact on communication. When the network traffic increased, the transmission count of CLCP is
increased. Because the CLCP builds a separate cluster structure and simply applies aggregation function on all
the received temperature readings. It increases the transmission count as well as the delay of packets. It results
in poor communication performance in CLCP than MLDA. For instance, the MLDA attains 0.891 transmission
count when the number of sensors is 60, whereas the CLPC attains 0.71 in the same scenario.

Fig 5: Number of Sensors vs. Energy Cost

Figure 5 shows that the proposed MLDA provides less energy cost due to network topology reuse from the
network layer and redundant transmission removal. The MLDA based observation scheme enables the nodes to
mostly avoid the transmission of redundant readings more than two times and to execute the aggregation
function successfully at parent nodes. Another reason behind that the MLDA provides energy-efficient data
aggregation is removing separate topology creation in the application layer. Moreover, with the number of
sensors, the energy cost increases in both works. When the number of sensors is 60, the energy cost of MLDA is
0.23, whereas CLCP attains 0.35 energy cost in the same scenario. Moreover, the difference in energy cost
between the proposed and existing works is approximately more than 5% in all scenarios.
5. Conclusion
This paper presented an energy-efficient aggregation scheme for IoT with the support of multiple layers,
such as network and aggregation layer. To attain energy-efficient IoT communication, the proposed MLDA has
incorporated the composite metric based network structure creation and such network structure based data
aggregation in the aggregation layer. By applying the double hash filter model and observation field, the impact
of redundant data transmissions on network resources and data aggregation efficiency are eliminated. Finally,
the proposed scheme performs SUM, AVG, MAX, and MIN aggregation functions without redundant data
transmissions, and merge sort is useful in executing the MAX and MIN aggregation functions. From the
simulation results, it is concluded that the performance of MLDA is better than the CLCP in all the metrics. The
proposed MLDA increases the aggregation ratio from 0.10 to 0.35 when the number of sensors has increased
from 15 to 60. However, the existing work varies the aggregation ratio from 0.04 to 0.14.
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